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 Purpose and scope 

The purpose of this document is to set out the Terms of Reference document for the 
Sydney Metro Design Review Panel (DRP).  

The Terms of Reference apply to all members of and special advisors to the DRP and 
are intended to provide guidance on individual responsibilities, and the responsibilities of 
the DRP as a whole. 

The Terms of Reference have been endorsed by the Government Architect NSW 
(GANSW) [TBC].  

The purpose of the DRP is to provide independent advice and recommendations during 
design development and construction of the Sydney Metro - Western Sydney Airport 
project.  

The DRP is established as part of Sydney Metro’s approach to design excellence and to 
respond to conditions of approval for the Sydney Metro Western Sydney Airport Line 
(SSI 10051).  

 

 
Figure 1: Sydney Metro  
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1.1. Sydney Metro Vision 

 

 

1.2. DRP Scope  

The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel is established to: 

 Provide independent expert advice and recommendations for consideration in 
the design development of stations and interchange areas, ancillary facilities and 
associated integrated station and precinct development. 

 Review and endorse design integrity at key stages of the project. 

 Support the achievement of the Sydney Metro Design Objectives and ensure 
quality design processes and outcomes 

 Review and endorse updates to relevant project specific design guidelines. 

 Satisfy design excellence objectives and requirements of planning approval 
conditions. 

 Ensure that design excellence qualities of approved or awarded schemes are 
maintained. 

1.3. Sydney Metro Design Objectives 

To help meet Sydney Metro’s vision to transform Sydney with a world-class Metro, five 
design objectives have been identified to guide decision making and the design process. A 
design principle is prescribed to each design objective, describing the intention of the 
objective for the design of stations, station precincts and the wider metro corridor. Each 
objective aligns with Government Architect NSW’s Better Placed, as show in the table 
provided below:  
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 The DRP is advisory and its recommendations are not binding on Sydney Metro.   

 The DRP cannot authorise any expenditure, works or consultancies. 

 The DRP does not have authority to vary the scope of works or project briefs and 
must consider budget limitations and project/program constraints as advised by 
Sydney Metro when providing advice.  

The advice of the DRP must also be consistent with any planning approval relevant to the 
project being reviewed. 

Sydney Metro’s Deputy Executive Director, Place-making and Property (Operations 
Customer & Place-making Division) is authorised to resolve operational and 
management issues as required. 
 

 Roles & Responsibilities 

The Chair and the Panel members of the DRP are supported by an independent Panel 
Advisor appointed by GANSW and a Sydney Metro Panel Coordinator (refer Figure 3). As 
required, the DRP may also seek the advice of special advisors and external stakeholder 
representatives. The roles and responsibilities of each are outlined below. 

 

Figure 3: DRP Structure 

 

3.1. Chair 

DRP meetings are chaired by the NSW Government Architect or their nominee.  In the event 
of their absence, the Chair may nominate an Alternative Chair from the regular Panel 
members.  

The responsibilities of the DRP Chair include: 
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 Chair meetings and facilitate effective participation of Panel members, special 
advisors and other invitees, in accordance with the terms contained in this 
document. 

 Clarify and summarise comments and recommendations from Panel members, and 
subsequently provide advice to Sydney Metro, informed by the Panel’s expertise. 

 Respond to feedback from Panel members and Sydney Metro Panel Coordinator. 

 Review and finalise records of advice. 

The Chair may issue directions to the Panel advisor to ensure the proper functions and 
integrity of the DRP. This may include but is not limited to program, agenda and structure of 
advice. 

3.2. Panel Members 

The responsibilities of Panel members are to: 

 Review material circulated prior to the meeting.  

 Provide independent advice and recommendations to the Chair regarding design 
quality and potential design refinements and improvements as appropriate.  

 Review, critique and advise on the application of project specific design guidelines 
to key design elements, including but not limited to: 

o place making 

o activation 

o heritage 

o urban design 

o streetscape / public domain 

o architecture 

o landscape architecture 

 Provide advice that reflects best practice sustainability design measures and 
Objectives for Good Design as defined by ‘Better Placed – an integrated design 
policy for the built environment of NSW (GANSW July 2017). 

 Provide consistent quality advice that reflects GANSW’s eleven principles of good 
design review: independent; accountable; expert; advisory; accessible; 
proportionate; timely; objective; for public benefit; improves quality; and consistent1. 

 Reflect the Sydney Metro values of safety and wellbeing, collaboration, integrity, 
innovation, excellence and achievement. 

 
1 NSW State Design Review Panel Terms of Reference – Version 3, GANSW (2020)  
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On occasions, individual members of the DRP may be requested to advise on specific items 
relating to their field of expertise, subject to the discretion of the Chair. 

 

3.3. Panel Advisor  

The Government Architect NSW will appoint an appropriately qualified and experienced Panel 
advisor. An alternate Panel advisor may also be appointed to attend where the Panel advisor 
is absent or unavailable. The responsibilities of the Panel advisor are to: 

 Review briefing material in advance of meetings. 

 Liaise with the Chair and Panel Coordinator to determine when the advice of special 
advisors and external stakeholder representatives should be sought. 

 Attend DRP meetings and provide support to the Chair and Panel members. 

 Record Panel recommendations and distribute draft records of advice amongst Panel 
members for review (where required by the Chair). 

 Issue records of advice to Panel Coordinator for technical review and distribution. 

 Review Panel related content to Design Integrity Reports prepared by the Panel 
Coordinator. 

 Ensure records of advice include a record of attendance and any Panel member 
Conflicts of Interest. 

To ensure continuity of advice, changes to the appointment of the Panel advisor must be 
undertaken in consultation with Sydney Metro. 

3.4. Panel Coordinator 

Sydney Metro will appoint a Panel Coordinator as the primary point of contact between Sydney 
Metro and each DRP, and to provide support to the Chair and Panel advisor. The 
responsibilities of the Panel Coordinator are to: 

 Confirm meeting agendas in consultation with the Panel advisor, including when the 
advice of special advisors and external stakeholder representatives should be 
sought. 

 Issue meeting invitations to all relevant parties. 

 Organise and maintain the design review calendar. 

 Conduct DRP briefings.  

 Issue briefing packs to the Panel, special advisors and external stakeholder 
representatives when required a minimum of 5 working days prior to meetings. 

 Distribute records of advice issued by the Panel Advisor. 

 Maintain a Design Integrity Tracking Register, to record DRP advice and 
recommendations, and the project design response, including justification when the 
advice is not adopted, where possible.  

 Maintain a Conflicts of Interest register. 
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3.5. SM Project Advisor  

 Liaise with Panel Coordinator in relation to briefing material in advance of meetings, 
as required. 

 Advise design teams on content and presentation formats. 

 Prepare and present panel pre-briefings, including summary of matters covered at 
previous meeting(s), stakeholder views and outline advice sought on key issues to be 
addressed.  

3.6. Invitees 

Special advisors and external stakeholders may be invited periodically to participate in DRP 
meetings to advise on local issues and design outcomes as they relate to matters of interest. 
The Chair will liaise with the Panel advisor and Panel Coordinator to identify relevant 
meetings to which invitees may be asked to attend.  
 
Invitees may be asked to provide a short presentation of relevant background, contextual 
information or advice on specific matters relevant to the DRP’s scope, and may be asked to 
provide clarification or respond to questions from the DRP during deliberations, at the 
discretion of the Chair.   

The Chair may request that Sydney Metro appoint special advisors to provide independent 
expert advice to the Panel, with expertise in relevant fields including, but not limited to the 
following: 

 Aboriginal cultural heritage and cultural values 

 Sustainability 

 Active transport 

 Non-Aboriginal cultural heritage 

 Customer experience/ community integration 

Invitees will receive two weeks’ notice, where possible, and will be briefed by the Panel 
Coordinator and relevant project members prior to the relevant meeting. All invitees will be 
subject to the same confidentiality and conflict of interest requirements as Panel members.   

 Meetings & Advice 

4.1. Panel and Quorum 

Panel members are nominated by GANSW in consultation with Sydney Metro and comprise 
suitably qualified, experienced and independent professionals in the following fields: 

 Architecture. 

 Urban design. 

 Landscape Architecture. 
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Three (3) members (inclusive of the Chair) are required to constitute a quorum. If the Chair 
is unavailable, they may nominate an Alternative Chair from amongst the regular Panel 
members. 

4.2. Frequency and location 

Panel meetings will be held up to twice per month, as required to meet specific project 
requirements. Where possible, Panel members will be given two (2) weeks notice should 
any extraordinary meeting be required. 

Meetings will be held via video conference on Microsoft Teams, at the Sydney Metro Office, 
located at Level 43, 680 George Street, Sydney, or as otherwise agreed by the Panel. 

4.3. Design Development Schedule 

A design development schedule, including details of when particular elements of the detailed 
design are expected to be available for review by the DRP, will be maintained by the Panel 
Coordinator. The schedule will be updated every three months. 

The Panel Coordinator is responsible for ensuring that all items required to be addressed can 
be reviewed and evaluated by the DRP in advance of key project milestones and in time to 
influence design outcomes.  

4.4. Agenda 

An agenda and briefing pack will be distributed a minimum of three (3) business days prior to 
each meeting, to Panel members and any special advisors. Presenters may revise / update 
their presentations for the meeting recognising the need to optimise the advice and that 
design development can occur between submitting a draft presentation and the meeting. 

Panel members will be expected to review material circulated prior to the meeting and to 
review and confirm records. The DRP is expected to provide verbal advice and comments at 
meetings. Deliberations are to occur during these presentations, unless a closed session is 
requested by the Chair. 

Feedback from the deliberation will be summarised verbally by the Chair and recorded in the 
records of advice by the Panel Advisor. All discussions, including any material provided 
before, during or after the meeting, must be treated as confidential by Panel members and 
invitees. 

Panel meetings, including video-conference meetings, must not be recorded. 

4.5. Records of Advice  

Records of advice for each meeting will be taken by the Panel advisor and will comprise of: 

 Records of attendance 

 Updates to declared conflicts of interest 

 Summary of advice and recommendations  










